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	Word 2007 Macros & VBA Made Easy (Made Easy Series), 9780071614795 (0071614796), McGraw-Hill, 2009
If you use Microsoft Word for work, you likely want to take full advantage of its features and get your work done as fast and efficiently as possible.

The key to getting your Word work done in the shortest possible time is to harness the power of Visual Basic for Applications (VBA), the programming language built right into Word and the other Microsoft Office applications. VBA lets you automate pretty much any action you can take interactively.

Who Is This Book For?

This book is designed to help you get started creating powerful, time-saving macros in Microsoft Word. Even if you have no experience with macros or VBA, you’ll quickly get up to speed. By the end of the book, you’ll be automating not only your own work but your colleagues’ work as well.
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Macs For DummiesFor Dummies, 2011

	What an amazing time to get to know the Mac. For years these elegantly
	designed computers have been a model of simplicity and virus-free
	stability. But that’s never stopped Apple from making these machines even
	harder to resist by applying stunning changes.


	Consider Apple’s seismic embrace of Intel a few years...


		

Cassandra and the Poetics of Prophecy in Greek and Latin LiteratureCambridge University Press, 2019

	This book explores the miscommunications of the prophet Cassandra - cursed to prophesy the truth but never to be understood until too late - in Greek and Latin poetry. Using insights from the field of translation studies, the book focuses on the dialogic interactions that take place between the articulation and the realization of Cassandra's...

		

Teach Yourself VISUALLY Word 2007 (Tech)Visual, 2006
Are you a visual learner? Do you prefer instructions that show you how to do something — and skip the long-winded explanations? If so, then this book is for you. Open it up and you'll find clear, step-by-step screen shots that show you how to tackle more than 150 Word 2007 tasks. Each task-based spread includes easy, visual directions for...




	

Network Defense: Perimeter Defense MechanismsCourse Technology PTR, 2010

	Hacking and electronic crimes sophistication has grown at an exponential rate in recent years. In fact, recent
	reports have indicated that cyber crime already surpasses the illegal drug trade! Unethical hackers better known
	as black hats are preying on information systems of government, corporate, public, and private networks and
	are...


		

AutoCAD2008 and AutoCAD LT 2008: No Experience RequiredSybex, 2007
Presenting you with the perfect step-by-step introduction to the world’s leading CAD software, this this perennial bestseller is completely revised and features comprehensive, up-to-date coverage of the latest AutoCAD features, such as dynamic blocks, external references, and 3D design. You’ll get concise explanations and practical...

		

Resource Management for Device-to-Device Underlay Communication (SpringerBriefs in Computer Science)Springer, 2013

	Device-to-Device (D2D) communication will become a key feature supported by next generation cellular networks, a topic of enormous importance to modern communication. Currently, D2D serves as an underlay to the cellular network as a means to increase spectral efficiency. Although D2D communication brings large benefits in terms of system...
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